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In this political and social satire, an educated man spends his days writing letters to various residents of his small, poor and
illiterate village. In these letters, he sincerely tries to explain to his friends and relatives, that their life has become unbearable.

One day, farmer John Anderson and his wife Mary decided it was time for them to spend Christmas with their friends in
Lancaster. After dinner they got into a wagon and drove to Lansing. They were brought to Lancaster by a large deck of horses.
They entered a large house, but the owners were not there. Then they went to the stable, where several horses were tied to a log.
Husband and wife Andersons tied a bundle of hay to their tail, and these bundles, with the help of a rope to which a rope loop
was attached, lifted them from the ground to the very ceiling. When they were already in the house, the owners unexpectedly

returned and demanded this hay from them. But they continued to insist, as even with two pairs of legs in a harness it was
difficult to do so. Then John Anderson took the cauldron and hung it from a hook in the ceiling; he followed the example of Sir
John, who did the same to his wife, and bundles of hay slid down their backs. They kept climbing higher and higher until they

finally reached the very top of the ceiling hook and stuck there. Now they can't get out. Then they wept bitterly, and John
Anderson came to the rescue: he went into the next room and brought out two ladders. With their help, he climbed the stairs and

tried to free his wife with hay. For a while, everything was useless. Finally, the John Andersons, overcoming pain, gave up a
futile struggle, and with the help of a friend, they got out of this situation. Later they told their friends what had happened to
them. Those were amazed, and John Andersson was sure that all this was the tricks of the devil. He told about this incident to
another farmer, but he only burst out laughing. John Anderson was angry and declared that he did not need to feed so many

animals to carry them on himself, and he was ready to sell his farm in order to ransom the sins of his friends. On the same day
he left Lancaster forever. He returned to his native Borset, soon got married and after some time acquired a house and a piece

of land. Here
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